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Abstract
Aim of this research is to explore the relation of hunting with aggressiveness.
For this purpose, two samples of prison inmates (who were students of the
prison secondary school) were collected (class A = 23, class B = 12). The network indicators for superficial, idiosyncratic and strategic behavior (particularly, aggressiveness), applied in Bekiari and Hasanagas (2016), which were
based on the primary network variables (outdegree, indegree, Katz status, pagerank, authority) were used. Non-network variables were also used for the
criminal profile of the inmates. The data were sampled with questionnaire.
Spearman test was conducted for detecting correlation between aggressiveness
and hunting and Principal Component Analysis was used for formulating a
typology. The following results were produced: The criminal profile seems
hardly to be related with hunting experience or attitude. The relation of
hunting experience and attitude with the superficial, idiosyncratic and strategic aggressiveness was examined. These three occasions of aggressiveness
are expected to describe the incidental reaction, impulsive and adaptive reaction, respectively. The hunting is quite irrelevant to the incidental reaction.
The impulsiveness seems to be more strongly correlated with hunting. In case
of adaptiveness, there are many similarities with impulsiveness. The typology
which is based on the existence (or not) of hunting experience seems to be
more insightful, as it reveals a gradual involvement of aggressiveness dimensions, from incidentality to impulsiveness and further to adaptiveness. The
following behavioral patterns of gradually enhanced aggressiveness appear:
incidentally just provoking, impulsively being aggressive but without harming, and adaptively being aggressive and harming.
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1. Introduction
The verbal aggressiveness has extensively been explored in various environments
such as family, business organization and education system [1]-[8]. The impacts
of the education-related verbal aggressiveness have been insightfully discussed
focusing on motivation climate, attraction, satisfaction and learning [9]-[20].
The sport-related aggressiveness has also been extensively explored [20]-[27].
However, the afore-mentioned studies have mainly focused on the aggressiveness as a general educational and athletic concept and not specifically on the activity of hunting, which includes both educational and physical parameters (such
ones are the collaboration and socialization with other hunters, the acquisition
of technical, zoological and ecological knowledge, development of patience and
persistence as well as of physical skills such as sharp vision and hearing, exercising in hits targeting, using gun and natural life). Additionally, the verbal aggressiveness seems to encourage the physical aggressiveness [28]. However, the aggressiveness occurring in the domestic education environment of the correctional system has not yet been extensively discussed, though it could provide insights into the deeper nature of the aggressiveness under conditions of suppression and/or oppression.
The relation of the susceptibility to aggressiveness with the possession and use
of guns has also been extensively examined [29] [30]. Nevertheless, the relation
of aggressiveness specifically with hunting was not insightfully discussed. [31]
has tried an insightful approach to the relation of war, sport and aggression,
suggesting, though, a comparison of theories and without strongly focusing on
determinants or any particular typology of behavioral parameters and patterns.
[32] have provided a quite original and specific comparative analysis between
hunters and non-hunters regarding the weapons effect. [33] has also provided an
interesting approach to the phenomenon of the sky bust, which in part may be
interpreted as an indicator of overflowing or immanent aggression. However,
the deficit in deeper behavioral differences and intentions between these groups
which may emerge under circumstances of suppression or oppression (such as
imprisonment) still exists.
In any case, theorizing aggression and diagnosing aggressiveness is a matter of
the operational definitions which are adopted and, subsequently, of the method
used. Theorizing, operationalizing and measuring are closely interdependent.
For this reason, the basic methodical concept of detecting, depicting and measuring aggressiveness should be discussed in this section.
Network analysis has already been used for measuring behavioral variables
(including also aggression) and detecting relations between behavioral patterns
as well as determinants of such behaviors [34]-[40]. Network analysis is based on
the assumption that a behavior is not just a matter of individual tendencies and
options but a structural phenomenon. As such one, it is calculated by network
algorithms which detect the concentration of aggression either directly on a
person or accumulatively from one person to another (chain of subsequent aggressive actions). It is also calculated to what extent a person is both attacking
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and attacked or only attacking. Thus, a person is not “aggressive” alone—as an
autonomous and independent unit—but may be considered to be more or less
aggressive depending on the actions he practiced to and received from the others. The whole of such behavioral relations constitutes a system of deep and possibly long-path interdependencies.
For the analysis of the primary network variables three indicators were used:
a) the superficial, b) the idiosyncratic and c) the strategic behavior (particularly,
aggressive behavior). These are expected to indicate incidental, impulsive and
adaptive behavior, respectively, and have been suggested, theoretically supported
and empirically tested in previous research [41]. The “superficial” aggression is
just the percentage of aggressive actions from each person to the others to the
whole actions (relations) constituting the aggressiveness network (outdegree).
The so-called “idiosyncratic” aggression is the difference between the aggressive
actions practiced by a person to the others and the aggressive actions he receives
from them (indegree + Katz status + pagerank + authority) calculated either directly and superficially as first target (indegree—the inverted vertices of outdegree), or in accumulative forms (chains of successive actions), calculated with
particular network algorithms such as Katz status, pagerank and authority [41].
(These network algorithms are not described in details here, as they are widely
accessible in several articles and websites.)
As the difference expresses an increment (not a ratio), it is regarded as an indicator of immanent tendency of aggression, namely a tendency mainly dependent on the idiosyncrasy and not on the environment (the aggression received
from the others). On the contrary, the “strategic” aggression is not the difference
but the ratio of the afore-mentioned practiced and received aggression. This
shows a reaction taking place proportionally to the environment and, thus, reveals a strategic behavioral pattern.
The expected academic added value of this research consists in:
-The distinctive and comparative exploration of these three forms of aggressiveness in a quantitative way (network analysis) in relation to hunting as well as
the examination of the possible relation of network and non-network parameters
of aggression, violence and deviant behavior to hunting.
-The typology seems to have not only descriptive but also explanatory value,
as it seems to disclose not only distinguishable patterns of behavior depending
on different occasions but also a gradual involvement of aggressiveness dimensions.
-The use of prison inmate school class as an illustration, which is supposed to
externalize the maximum of possible aggression under the suppressive and/or
oppressive conditions of imprisonment.
The practical added value is expected to consist in the detection of determinants of aggressiveness and of the formulation of a typology of aggressiveness,
always focusing on hunting and non-hunting experience as well as on attitudes
toward hunting. In this way, this study is expected to contribute to the general
discussion about the possible relation between hunting and aggressiveness with
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this new basis of empirical evidences.
Aim of this research is to answer the following questions:
-To what extent the general criminal profile (including violent behavior) is
related with hunting.
-To what extent aggressive behavior (superficial, idiosyncratic and strategic at
four basic options of aggressive actions, namely threat, verbal, gestural harassment and harming) occurring within prison inmate network is correlated with
hunting and non-hunting.
-To what extent these aggressive behavioral patterns appear as a reasonable
typology (combinations) depending on the hunting-and no hunting familiarity.

2. Method
2.1. Sampling
In 2015, two network samples of male prison inmates were collected. Prison inmates were selected as sample for this research, because this sample provided the
opportunity of clearer depicting possible relation of hunting with aggressiveness
and deviant behavior in general. Male adult prisoners were preferred to female
ones, as they are a typical and dominant category of prisoners. The practical difficulties mainly consisted in communication with prisoners of different education levels, trustfulness and interestedness in participating in such a research.
These difficulties were effectively confronted with the help and mediation of
prisoners who had gained the trust of others, who were of higher education level
and of the prison school educators who explained to others the content of the
questionnaire.
The particular prison was selected not randomly but because it was the only
accessible opportunity. It was a demand of the inmates to keep secret not only
their names but also the prison and even the country where the prison was located. The authors had to accept this commitment, as it was a prerequisite for
the participation of the inmates in this research. The authors believe that even
under these conditions (non randomness and full anonymity), the publication of
this study makes sense, as it aims at providing information about correlations
between behavioral patterns, attitudes and possible determinants of them, and to
produce generalizable descriptive statistics for any particular country or social
settings.
The samples consisted of two school classes (class A = 23 inmates and B = 12
inmates) functioning within the correctional facility in the framework of special
adult education program, equivalent to secondary school level. The class A was
composed of inmates 22 - 64 years old (average 36) and the class B of inmates
25 - 43 years old (average 33). In the class A, 11 of the 23 inmates declared that
they were sentenced for violent actions while in class B, 3 out of 12. Both classes
were analyzed as a whole sample in order to gain more complete data concerning the prisoners’ profiles. The comparison between the two classes was not a
goal of this research.
Totally, 14 out of the 35 inmates were sentenced for crimes characterized by
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violence. In total, 13 inmates had finished the primary school, 18 the secondary
school, 2 the high school and 1 inmate the higher education. In these samples of
inmates a great variety of professions were to be found (i.e. technician, farmer,
builder, carpenter, electrician, driver, blacksmith etc).

2.2. Questionnaire
The network-related part of questionnaire was to certain extent based on previous research [42]. Additionally, this part was completed with approaches of
[43] [44] [45] concerning the analysis of social power. Thus, the questionnaire
was enriched with more questions about aggressiveness (e.g. threat, harming).
The non-network part of the questionnaire was based on the afore-mentioned
literature concerning hunting, criminality and correctional parameters and included the classical personal parameters (e.g. age, education, profession). Expert
interview was also conducted with correctional and prison education staff. This
interview was also of decisive importance for the final formulation of the questionnaire.

2.3. Process
The primary network variables (outdegree, indegree, Katz status, pagerank, authority) were calculated with Visone 1.1. The secondary network variables were
calculated with SPSS 16. The correlation (Spearman test) between network and
non-network variables for detecting determinants or effects and the Principal
Component Analysis between network variables for formulating typology have
also been conducted with SPSS 16.
Spearman test is preferred to multivariate analysis, as it provides a good overview on all possible relations making the effects comparable. Both this bivariate
test and the Principal Component Analysis have been used for similar analysis in
previous research [34] [37] [38] [39].

3. Results
Although the aim of this research was not to provide descriptive statistic, the
following basic descriptive results are presented, in order to give a general description of the sample. From the total group of 35 inmates, 4 had been legal
hunters, 5 illegal hunters, 6 had hunted sometimes legally and some other times
illegally and 20 had never hunted. Concerning their attitudes towards hunting,
16 consider it to be something “brutal” and 17 do not see it negatively.
In Figure 1, the networks of the four kind of aggressiveness relations (threat,
verbal and gestural harassment, and harming) are presented in circle form. Their
structure (hierarchy) is indicatively analyzed with Katz status algorithm.
It is noticeable that the densest networks appear in class A (7.3% - 0.6%) and
the least dense (with considerable difference) in class B (1.9% - 0.3%). This is
evidence that this adult education program may have a remarkable impact on
the social behavior of the inmates, as in the progress of time the density of aggressiveness is minimized. Thus, the learning effect of this program seems to
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Figure 1. Example of the inmate networks.

consist in socialization.
The densest network (density = proportion of existent relations to whole
possible relations) is this of verbal harassment (7.3% and 1.9% in class A and B,
respectively), as this is easiest way of clearly expressing aggressive disposition
and clarify position towards thirds, aiming at their discouragement. The networks of gestural harassment come second in density (at least in class A). This
can be attributed to the fact that this is a silent and symbolic way to communicate aggressiveness, and, thereby, not so clear, and, thereby, effective in expressing arguments or in discouraging thirds.
The networks of threat and harming are characterized by quite low density.
This is understandable, considering the fact that this kind of aggressive communication is quite extreme and necessitates high aggressiveness or decidedness.
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3.1. Hunting Parameters and Criminal Profile
In Table 1, the relation of several aggressiveness parameters characterizing the
personal life of prison inmates with hunting action and hunting-related attitudes
is examined. Having been or not a legal hunter does not seem to be significantly
correlated with any personal life characteristic.
Table 1. Hunting and criminal profile (non-network parameters of aggressiveness).
Hunting experience

Attitude toward hunting

Have not Have hunted Have hunted
legally
illegally
hunted at all
Convicted for violent crime

Committed a crime under
angry circumstance

Committed a crime
on purpose

Committed a crime
using a fire gun

Committed a crime
using a truncheon

Committed a crime using
other tool (incl. axe)

Committed theft

Committed cyber crime

Committed other crime
(incl. domestic violence)

Severity of criminal behavior
(years of sentence)

General relapsing
(previous times of imprisonment)

Specific relapsing
(convicted again for similar crime)

Hunting
is brutal

Hunting
is a hobby

Hunting Encourage Encourage
is a way
my son my daughter
of life
to hunt
to hunt

−0.118

0.073

0.093

0.394 (*)

−0.216

0.210

0.075

0.176

0.500

0.676

0.596

0.023

0.290

0.226

0.667

0.312

−0.306

0.110

−0.186

0.266

−0.281

0.420 (*)

0.251

0.546 (**)

0.073

0.529

0.286

0.134

0.165

0.012

0.145

0.001

−0.147

−0.110

0.402 (*)

−0.096

0.133

−0.053

0.013

−0.125

0.398

0.529

0.017

0.596

0.516

0.764

0.943

0.475

−0.198

−0.062

0.377 (*)

0.182

.

−0.029

−0.116

−0.070

0.254

0.725

0.026

0.310

.

0.867

0.507

0.690

−0.284

−0.088

0.541 (**)

0.008

0.133

−0.042

−0.167

−0.100

0.098

0.613

0.001

0.966

0.516

0.810

0.339

0.566

−0.147

−0.110

0.402 (*)

0.115

0.133

−0.053

−0.207

−0.125

0.398

0.529

0.017

0.524

0.516

0.764

0.232

0.475

−0.091

−0.028

0.384 (*)

−0.112

0.264

−0.108

−0.292

−0.258

0.602

0.871

0.023

0.535

0.193

0.535

0.089

0.135

−0.198

−0.062

0.377 (*)

−0.171

0.133

−0.029

−0.116

−0.070

0.254

0.725

0.026

0.340

0.516

0.867

0.507

0.690

−0.151

0.200

0.079

0.442 (*)

−0.178

−0.101

−0.117

−0.059

0.387

0.250

0.651

0.010

0.385

0.564

0.504

0.738

−0.021

−0.051

−0.051

−0.217

0.062

−0.124

0.061

0.041

0.905

0.773

0.774

0.232

0.769

0.483

0.732

0.820

−0.012

−0.157

0.314

−0.116

0.142

−0.173

−0.137

−0.297

0.944

0.367

0.067

0.521

0.488

0.321

0.432

0.083

0.189

−0.147

0.031

−0.072

−0.020

−0.070

−0.101

0.060

0.278

0.401

0.860

0.692

0.922

0.689

0.566

0.733

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); *Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Those who have hunted illegally (0.402 to 0.377) tend to commit premeditated
crimes and to use a gun, truncheon or even axe. These weapons reveal all an intensive aggression, as the gun makes, even potentially, a severe injury and the
truncheon (much more the axe) necessitates a remarkable decisiveness or angriness to attack to the target person having a close contact with him. Especially,
attacking to a person from a close distance (as normally the case is with a truncheon or axe) is supposed to be a serious evidence of aggressiveness [46]. The
use of gun for committing the crime may also be positively correlated with the
(illegal) hunting as both can be attributed to abandon or susceptibility to deviant
behavior and familiarity with firing. Attributing the illegal hunting to a generalized tendency to criminality is also supported by the finding that inmates having hunted illegally are also imprisoned for theft and cybercrime, which is not
correlated with physical aggressiveness at all. The engagement with criminal behavior in terms of relapsing or the criminal severity in terms of penalty proves to
be irrelevant to the hunting (legal or illegal).
Paradoxically, inmates who regard hunting as “brutal” seem to be susceptible
to violence, as they tend to be convicted for violent crimes (0.394), which may
even include domestic violence (0.442). This can be understood as a result of a
negative attitude toward human beings which is outbalanced by a strong sympathy to the animals. Individuals who are disappointed by human beings possibly try to find emotional consolation in the animal genre.
It is noticeable that inmates who have committed a crime under angry circumstance tend to perceive hunting as a way of life (0.420) and not as a usual
hobby and to be more susceptible to encourage potentially her daughter to become a hunter (0.546). This is in accordance with results of previous research
[47] which supported that people who regard the hunting as a way of life seem to
have adopted life-defining values, such as dominance, leadership, development
of personality and skills or general effectiveness. Such a value system makes
someone intellectually or socially challengeable and seems to be deep-rooted
enough to overcome gender-specific prejudices. As for the understanding of
such a correlation (namely, between perceiving hunting as a way of life and
committing a crime by angriness), it could be reasonably supposed that people,
who search for a world view, are dedicated to an “ideal” (even individualized
“ideals”). Thus, they are quite sensitive to any offense of these “ideals” and they
become respectively angry enough to try to restore their “hart” worldview, even
by committing a crime. Namely, people who seek the “perfect” world, even according to their subjective criteria, are intolerant to any “imperfection”. This intolerance stimulates them to commit a crime. In other word, they become criminals because they are romantic and perfectionists. Such people tend also to
maintain a perfectionist and romantic world view, and thereby, to perceive also
hunting as a way of life.
It is also remarkable that though regarding hunting as a way of life (deeprooted value system) is significantly correlated with committing crime by angriness, it is not strongly correlated with violent criminality (0.210 insign.). This
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constitutes an evidence that such a deep consideration of hunting derives from
(and/or is confined to) a “romantic” world view and does not find any deeper
integration into what could be characterized as “underworld” or “organized criminality”.
Relapsing and severity are not significantly correlated with any hunting-related experience or attitude. This is understandable, as these parameters of
criminal behavior are rather related with external (and accidental) circumstances
and not to internal determinants (values, world view, idiosyncrasy) which influence the relation of a person to hunting. Thereby, it is also obvious that hunting
is not correlated with any destructive behavior which leads up to marginalization
and unsocial options of life.
Finally, perceiving hunting as a hobby is not significantly correlated with any
parameter of criminality. This is reasonable, as “hobby” is a quite neutral notion
which is mainly related with entertainment and not with any idiosyncratic feature.

3.2. Hunting Parameters and Profile of Aggressiveness
In Table 2, the superficial aggressiveness seems hardly to be correlated with any
hunting experience or attitude toward hunting, as almost all coefficients are insignificant. Neither general threat, nor verbal harassment, nor even gestural harassment appears to be relevant to any previous experience with hunting or any
attitude toward this. This is understandable, considering the fact that the superficial aggressiveness is quite incidental. Such incidental behavioral patterns are
rather accidental than deep-rooted to the value system of the individuals. Thereby, superficial aggressiveness can hardly be related with any attitude toward
free time activities demanding in time, energy and money or characterized by
specific values, such as hunting.
Only the superficial harming seems to be positively correlated (0.365) with
encouraging his daughter to become a hunter. This seems to be indirectly in acTable 2. Hunting and superficial aggressiveness.
Hunting experience

Superficial threat

Superficial verbal harassment

Superficial gestural harassment

Superficial harming

Attitude toward hunting

Have not
hunted
at all

Have
hunted
legally

Have
hunted
illegally

Hunting
is brutal

Hunting
is a hobby

Hunting
is a way
of life

Encourage
my son
to hunt

Encourage
my daughter
to hunt

0.078

0.071

−0.209

−0.073

−0.064

−0.135

0.111

0.040

0.656

0.686

0.227

0.688

0.757

0.438

0.526

0.820

−0.157

0.127

0.099

−0.133

−0.110

−0.179

−0.042

−0.049

0.368

0.468

0.571

0.462

0.594

0.303

0.811

0.778

−0.275

−0.047

0.321

−0.297

0.153

−0.121

0.000

0.020

0.110

0.787

0.060

0.093

0.454

0.489

10.000

0.911

−0.238

0.177

0.299

0.000

0.192

−0.062

0.155

0.365 (*)

0.168

0.309

0.081

10.000

0.347

0.726

0.375

0.031

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2−tailed); *Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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cordance with the result of the previous Table 1, revealing the possible existence
of a dominance-related world view embodied in hunting idea according to the
feeling of inmates who have committed crime under angry circumstance. Such a
world view appears to be strong enough to overcome gender-specific trends. It is
also strong enough to overcome hesitations and, thus, to direct someone to
harmful behavior.
In Table 3, the idiosyncratic aggressiveness seems to be more sensitive than
the superficial aggressiveness (Table 2), as it is significantly correlated with
more parameters of hunting experience or attitude. The tendency of over-extrovert threat deriving from the individual idiosyncrasy is negatively correlated
(−0.343) with illegal hunting. This is understandable, as someone who is involved in illegal and threatening way of life is natural to avoid illegal hunting
because he tries to avoid arrest and further implications or because he does not
have any time to spend in such an illegal activity which is quite little profitable
and simultaneously quite risky for implications.
Inmates who are gestural insulting to others have tended to avoid the absolute
keeping out of hunting (−0.393). This can be attributed to the fact that such
persons maintain a latent but and “mild” (not very disturbing or harmful) way
for discharging their aggressiveness. Thus, individuals who adopt such a way to
express their aggressiveness in their everyday life do not exclude physical discharging ways like hunting. In other words, they use the gestural behavior as a
symbolic way of externalizing an immanent and possibly permanent aggressiveness, needing hunting as additional way to express aggressiveness. The symbolic
and the physical way appear, thereby, to be quite interdependent or compatible,
like two complementary world views.
The idiosyncratic harmful behavior appears to be strongly related with the
neutral perception of hunting as a simple “hobby” (0.479) without any deepTable 3. Hunting and idiosyncratic over-extrovert aggressiveness.
Hunting experience
Have not
hunted
at all
Idiosyncratic over-extrovert threat

Idiosyncratic over-extrovert
verbal harassment

Idiosyncratic over-extrovert
gestural harassment

Idiosyncratic over-extrovert
harming

Attitude toward hunting

Encourage Encourage
Have hunted Have hunted Hunting is Hunting is a Hunting is a
my son to my daughter
illegally
brutal
hobby
way of life
legally
hunt
to hunt

0.120

0.224

−0.343 (*)

−0.183

0.085

−0.140

0.069

0.103

0.491

0.196

0.043

0.308

0.679

0.424

0.694

0.555

−0.224

0.125

0.038

0.026

−0.306

0.026

0.031

0.088

0.196

0.474

0.830

0.888

0.128

0.884

0.861

0.614

−0.393(*)

0.106

0.268

−0.220

0.313

0.097

0.167

0.205

0.019

0.545

0.120

0.218

0.120

0.581

0.337

0.237

0.028

0.181

−0.008

−0.188

0.479 (*)

−0.146

0.249

0.167

0.875

0.297

0.963

0.294

0.013

0.403

0.150

0.338

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); *Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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rooted values or a certain normative character. This is understandable as the
idiosyncrasy-induced harmfulness necessitates certain insensibility and independence of “constructive” values defining way of life or normative attitudes.
Thus, the idiosyncratic harmful behavior seems to reveal or to be identified with
immanent (not rational) aggressiveness.
As for the idiosyncratic verbal harassment, it seems to be independent of any
hunting parameter (in sign. co-efficients). This can be attributed to the fact that
verbal aggressiveness just consists of words while hunting constitutes an activity
quite demanding in time, skills and technical means. Thus, impulsive verbal aggressiveness and hunting are obviously two behavioral patterns of absolutely
different nature.
The results of Table 4 are partly in accordance with these of Table 3, as the
strategic over-extrovert aggressiveness is also negatively correlated with illegal
hunting (−0.351) and positively correlated with perceiving hunting as a simple
“hobby” (0.479). This similarity of the results between the idiosyncratic (Table
3) and the strategic over-extrovert aggressiveness (Table 4) in case of hunting-related profile of the inmates can be attributed to the fact that the immanent
aggressiveness of the inmates detected in Table 3 still exists in the correctional
facility and is converted into strategic behavior (namely, they adjust their aggressiveness in proportional relation to the aggressiveness they receive from the
social environment of the prison).
Nevertheless, a difference between Table 3 and Table 4 appears in the case of
gestural harassment (−0.328 insign.) Such a form of (symbolic) aggressiveness
seems to be quite sophisticated and impulsive. Thus, it can be detected only as
an individualized idiosyncratic action and not as a strategic response to the environment.
Table 4. Hunting and strategic over-extrovert aggressiveness.
Hunting experience

Attitude toward hunting

Have not Have hunted Have hunted Hunting is Hunting is a Hunting is Encourage my Encourage my
legally
illegally
brutal
hobby
a way of life son to hunt daughter to hunt
hunted at all
Strategic over-extrovert threat

Strategic over-extrovert
verbal harassment

Strategic over-extrovert
gestural harassment

Strategic over-extrovert
harming

0.203

0.151

−0.351 (*)

−0.150

−0.006

−0.192

0.088

0.019

0.243

0.387

0.039

0.404

0.978

0.269

0.616

0.913

−0.184

0.170

0.045

−0.013

−0.206

−0.060

0.037

0.059

0.291

0.330

0.796

0.944

0.313

0.733

0.834

0.737

−0.328

0.069

0.245

−0.293

0.199

0.061

0.123

0.195

0.054

0.694

0.157

0.098

0.330

0.726

0.482

0.262

0.028

0.181

−0.008

−0.188

0.479 (*)

−0.146

0.249

0.167

0.875

0.297

0.963

0.294

0.013

0.403

0.150

0.338

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); *Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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3.3. Hunting and Typology of Aggressiveness
In the following tables, a hunting-related typology of aggressiveness is suggested.
Both having hunted (legally or not) and no familiarity with hunting may allow
developing different types (feature combinations) of aggressiveness. These are
going to be compared and discussed.
Concerning the superficial aggressiveness (Table 5), the hunting-familiar
group of inmates seems to constitute an appropriate milieu for the combination
of verbal (0.989) and gestural (0.988) harassment (the “just provocative” type)
and of threat (0.877) and harming (0.880) (“threatening and harmful” type).
These types are complementary in sense that their sum is the whole of aggressiveness parameters (all four). Moreover, these types seem to be completely alternative to each other, as they include completely different aggressiveness parameters.
More precisely, a hunting-familiar inmate tends either just to “provoke” by
announcing only an intention of aggressiveness (through verbal and gestural
communication) without implementing this intention, or to implement aggressiveness in form of threat and harming without announcing their intention.
On the other hand, the group of inmates who are unfamiliar to hunting let also complementary but less clear types emerge. In other word, such an inmate
tends in any case to harm other inmates in the prison. However, he tries to implement his harmfulness either in an unsophisticated way (manifested threatening and verbal harassment) or in a sophisticated one, namely through gestural
communication, which causes much less noise and turbulence than direct
threats or indiscrete verbal aggression.
In contrast to the hunting-familiar group, the behavioral patterns of huntingunfamiliar inmates still seem to be complementary but not absolutely alternative, as they include implementation of harmfulness in any case. Thus, the
hunting-familiar inmates present a much clearer behavioral orientation than the
hunting-unfamiliar inmates.
In Table 6, a typology of the idiosyncratic over-extrovert aggressiveness is depicted. It is noticeable that it is quite similar to the typology of the superficial
aggressiveness described in Table 5, though it could be expected that the
Table 5. Superficial aggressiveness typology of inmates.
Hunting-familiar (=15 inmates)
(announcing without implementing)

Just provocative

Threatening and harmful
(implementing without announcing)

Unsophisticated
and harmful

Sophisticated
and harmful

Superficial threat

0.020

0.877

0.863

−0.050

Superficial verbal
harassment

0.989

−0.029

0.788

−0.435

Superficial gestural
harassment

0.988

0.010

0.296

0.390

Superficial harming

0.001

0.880

0.325

0.832

Extraction method: Principal component analysis.
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Table 6. Idiosyncratic aggressiveness typology of inmates.
Hunting-familiar (=15 inmates)

Aggressive
but harmless

No hunting-familiar (=20 inmates)

Threatening and harmful
(implementing without announcing)

Unsophisticated
and harmful

Sophisticated
and harmful

Idiosyncratic over-extrovert threat

0.354

0.643

0.887

−0.132

Idiosyncratic over-extrovert verbal harassment

0.956

−0.221

0.842

0.041

Idiosyncratic over-extrovert gestural harassment

0.954

−0.207

−0.254

0.911

0.235

0.766

0.658

0.478

Idiosyncratic

over-extrovert harming

Extraction method: Principal component analysis.

idiosyncratic behavior might be quite different from superficial behavioral pataggressiveness described in Table 5, though it could be expected that the idiosyncratic behavior might be quite different from superficial behavioral patterns
(which are supposed to depend on incidental conditions rather than on the personality of the inmates).
In the group of the inmates who are unfamiliar with hunting, the same two
types seem to dominate: “unsophisticated and harmful” (.887, .842 and .658) and
“sophisticated and harmful” (0.911 and 0.478). This similarity between superficial and idiosyncratic reaction in case of hunting-unfamiliarity reveals behavioral profiles which could reasonably be regarded as quite common and stable.
Persons who stably conserve harmfulness and may simply express it either indiscreetly or covertly do not search for an alternative way—like hunting—in order
to convert their outburst into harmless aggressiveness. This is obviously an endogenous (idiosyncratic) harmfulness which inevitably appears as superficial
behavior (Table 5).
The hunting-familiar group presents the profile of “threatening and harmful”
type (0.643 and 0.766). In other word, as expected, the underhandedness is not
only incidentally but also endogenously induced. This furtively harmful side of
the idiosyncrasy is also immanent in the hunting-familiar group. Thus, hunting
does not seem to constitute a drastic way of releasing such tendencies or of ethical “salvation”.
The noticeable difference between superficial (Table 5) and idiosyncratic aggressiveness (Table 6) appears in the hunting-familiar group between the “just
provocative” and the “aggressive and harmful” type. The “aggressive and harmful” type (0.354, 0.956, 0.954) additionally includes the element of threat (0.354).
In other word, although the hunting-familiar inmates just present a provocative
behavior at superficial level (which can be triggered by incidental conditions),
they present a considerably more aggressive profile (namely, enriched with
threat) at idiosyncratic level.
Thus, hunting seems to be connected with a specific element of aggressiveness
at the deeper (idiosyncratic) level and in combination with certain elements
(namely, verbal and gestural harassment). Nevertheless, this particular (more
aggressive) profile adopted by inmates who have experienced hunting, seems to
remain independent of the tendency to harm (0.235 insign.). This result sup31
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ports the assumption that being a hunter is independent of being harmful due to
idiosyncrasy. As for the idiosyncratic-induced threat which strengthens this profile, it could be regarded as an “overflowing” part of aggression which was
transformed in hunting during their life outside prison. Hunting is an activity
converting the aggression into a kind of sport which is harmless to human beings. This particular harmlessness is indicated in the insignificant coefficient
(0.235).
In strategic behavioral patterns (Table 7), once again the hunting-unfamiliar
and the hunting-familiar group present quite same profiles as in the case of the
superficiality (Table 5) and idiosyncratic driving force (Table 6). Particularly,
the three profiles, namely “sophisticated and harmful” (0.459, 0.643), “unsophisticated and harmful” (0.894, 0.663), “threatening and harmful” (0.650, 0.550),
seem to be quite stable and could be characterized as trivial under incidental
conditions (Table 5), impulsiveness (Table 6) and adaptiveness (Table 7).
However, in the hunting-familiar group the extreme behavioral pattern of “fully
‘dangerous’” may appear. All possible forms of aggressiveness measured in this
research (0.543, 0.791, 0.839, 0.615) seem to converge under the necessity of
adopting a strategic behavior depending on exogenous conditions and to indicate a susceptibility to extend the verbal aggressiveness to more harmful forms of
aggressiveness (Sabourin, Infante & Rudd, 1993). Such a profile which is strengthened with the parameter of harming in comparison with the respective profiles
of Table 5 and Table 6, seems to be connected with hunting-familiarity as a
strategic behavior, as harming is, as a rule, the most extreme and risky reaction,
regarded as a final option for surviving in any “hostile” environment. Such an
extreme solution may reasonably be supposed to be the output of a strategic decision. Such a decidedness could be regarded as reflection of aggression, dominance or survival potential which may be externalized in hunting in free life
(of course, this does not mean that hunting necessarily cultivates aggressiveness,
but only that certain persons with such a deep-rooted potential may also use
hunting as one of the several options they would have to release this potential/abreact). Simultaneously, such an “all-sided” aggressive reaction may be
more easily decided by persons who were used to developing “all” (or several)
skills, including also behavioral skills, in order to be as effective as possible in
hunting.
Table 7. Strategic aggressiveness typology of inmates.
Hunting-familiar (=15 inmates)

Fully “ dangerous”

No hunting-familiar (=20 inmates)

Threatening and harmful
Unsophisticated
(implementing without announcing)
and harmful

Sophisticated
and harmful

Strategic over-extrovert threat

0.543

0.650

0.894

0.064

Strategic over-extrovert verbal harassment

0.791

−0.476

0.556

−0.656

Strategic over-extrovert gestural harassment

0.839

−0.375

−0.260

0.459

Strategic over-extrovert harming

0.615

0.550

0.663

0.643

Extraction method: Principal component analysis.
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3.4. Summarizing and Concluding
The criminal profile, as it can be described by in the common law terms (intention, violent character of crime, instrument used for committing it, severity, relapsing) seems hardly to be related with hunting experience or attitude. Various
or severe criminal acts committed premeditatedly and with dangerous instruments (truncheon, axe, fire gun) is connected with illegal hunting in the framework of immanent and generalized tendency of deviant behavior (as expected, if
someone has no hesitation of making injury or killing human being, he can easily kill an animal without being restricted by any written rule).
Committing crime by angriness seems to be connected with regarding hunting as a way of life (namely, a deep-rooted value system) in the light of romantic
world view. The negative attitude of violent criminals toward hunting can be regarded as evidence of a human-oriented aggressiveness. Confining aggressive
intention to human beings and not extending it to wild animals implies a tendency to maintain a hopeful side of “salvation” in this world. In other word, the
particular findings (violent criminality and negative attitude toward hunting) are
not contradictive but rather revealing an ability to separate the “(bad) real” from
the “ideal” (or, at least, to maintain the hope that “ideal” can exist). Additionally,
the irrelevance of relapsing and criminal severity for hunting experience or attitude shows the independence of hunting from any generalized deviant behavior
leading to “unsocial” or “social-destructive” options of life.
The relation of hunting experience and attitude with the superficial, idiosyncratic and strategic aggressiveness was also examined. These three occasions of
aggressiveness describe the incidental reaction, impulsive and adaptive reaction,
respectively. The above-mentioned parameters of hunting are quite irrelevant to
the incidental reaction, as accidental acts do not depend on any wider value system (part of which would also be any view of or interest in hunting). Only incidental harming seems to be indirectly relevant to hunting and angriness.
The impulsiveness seems to be more strongly correlated with hunting. People
who are impulsively involved in threatening tend to keep out of further and unnecessary risks such as illegal hunting. Thus, in case of impulsive aggressiveness,
this hunting-related behavior (not illegal hunting) shows at least precariousness,
if not rationality and self-control.
Gestural harassment and hunting appear to be complementary ways of discharging aggressiveness. In other word, a noiseless way of expression (such as
gesture) seems to need a complementary noisy way (like hunting).
Inmates being impulsively harmful seem to lack any deep consideration of
hunting and they confine themselves in regarding merely as a “hobby”. This is
an indication that hunting maintains a deeper ethical-mental character, which
differentiates it from a simple way of discharging aggressiveness. When hunting
is deprived of this ethical-mental (“protective”) consideration and is regarded as
a mere “hobby”, then it tends more easily to be connected with impulsive harmfulness.
In case of adaptiveness, there are many similarities with impulsiveness. How33
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ever, there is a characteristic difference: the gestural harassment appears to be
independent of hunting. Namely, the “symbolic” and the “physical” way of discharging aggressiveness seem to be independent in case of adaptive aggression.
Thereby, gestural harassment seems to be detectable mainly as impulsive and
not as a strategic nor as an incidental reaction.
The typology which is based on the existence (or not) of hunting experience
seems to be more insightful than the afore-mentioned correlation results derived
from the whole sample, as it reveals a gradual involvement of aggressiveness dimensions, from incidentality to impulsiveness and further to adaptiveness in the
group of inmates with hunting experience. In this group the following behavioral patterns of gradually enhanced aggressiveness appear: incidentally just provoking, impulsively being aggressive but without harming, and adaptively being
aggressive and harming.
Being gradually more “dangerous” from the incidental to impulsive level and
much more to the level of adaptiveness constitutes an escalation of aggressiveness which depicts a succession from the quite “accidental” (superficial) to the
quite “planned” (adaptive). The impulsive action is more dependent on the decision of an inmate than incidental behavior but also not so planned, considering
the exogenous conditions. Thus, such a decided action could be called “spontaneous”, as it is based on a (behavioral) option of the inmate but still not on a
(more meticulous) plan. Thus, having experience with hunting seems to be related with a sense of commensurability: “accidentally I only provoke”, “spontaneously I dare also to threat but nothing more”, and “I will harm when the conditions necessitate this—of course after planning”. A supporter of hunting might
characterize such commensurability as thoughtfulness. Furthermore, if he
wanted to normatively stretch this supportiveness, he could characterize hunting
as a “noble” activity for “thoughtful” people.
However, it should not be unnoticed that the trivial behavior of “implementing without announcing” may also appear in the hunting-familiar group, disregarding of the occasion (incidentality, impulsiveness or adaptiveness). This undifferentiated behavior might be attributed by a criticizer of hunting to a dogmatism which could be “expected” only from people who spend time such a
“rough” and “violent” hobby like hunting.
Nevertheless, the group of inmates who have no relation to hunting tends to
present undifferentiated behavioral patterns, namely being as a rule harmful either in a “sophisticated” or “unsophisticated” way. Thus, in general they might
be characterized as more “inflexible”, “stable” or “disregarding” particular occasions than hunting-familiar group.
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